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Abstract
This paper investigates the Indonesian Timber Legality Assurance (Sistem Verifikasi Legalitas Kayu, SVLK) and its nature to produce legal wood under the European Union-Forest Law Enforcement Governance and Trade (EU-FLEGT) system. It is intended to ensure the exporting states control over legality of wood under new forest governance and its enforcement in EU market. Using a critical legal analysis, this paper argued that the SVLK could present legality in a formalistic way, but it could not guarantee the substantial meaning of benefit for sustainability, participatory and community. Therefore this paper contributes to provide a better understanding of the application of SVLK in Indonesia, along with reflecting some recommendations, as developing SVLK for domestic market, and replicating it into other exporting natural resources products. The comprehensive approaches for enforcing SVLK can lead to accelerate sustainability in more practical and grounded sense, to improve forest governance and welfare for local people therein.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing concern on combating deforestation and achieving conservation and sustainability has become a global trend recently. The initiative led to a fundamental move of 2003 European Union-Forest Law Enforcement Governance and Trade (EU-FLEGT), as a regulatory framework to attract ratification of forest product exporting countries to EU market. It indicated to promote legality of forest product in exporting states, in forms of certification of forest product to ensure that only legal timber products enter the EU market. It is voluntary without any binding agreement attracting states to be bound through ratification and national legislation. Then in March 2013 the EU reinforced this commitment by the enactment of EU Timber Regulation (EUTR) that place a 'due diligence' process for importing timber to EU market.

The FLEGT Action Plan encompasses support for timber-producing countries to develop multilateral collaboration to combat the trade in illegally harvested timber; and measures to avoid investments in activities that encourage illegal logging. This Action Plan emerged of a growing international consensus that action was needed to control in rampant of illegal logging. This was followed by the Voluntary Partnership Agreement (VPA) as a central of this process to contribute to forest governance improvements, in terms of accountability, coordination, transparency, stakeholder participation and capacity.

This is in line with the Forest Principles adopted at the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in 1992 outlining that states have the sovereign rights to exploit their forest resources following their own environmental policies, linked to responsibility for environmental harm and the notion of sustainable forest management (SFM). This direction then re-emerged in 1998, when the G8 launched an action program on forests that gave priority to eliminating illegal logging and trade in illegally logged timber. The World Bank subsequently initiated support for regional forest law enforcement and governance process, designed to encourage the enforce-


7 See the G8 1998 Action Plan on illegal logging, the 2001 Bali Declaration and the 2002 Convention on Biological Diversity among others.


ment of forest laws in tropical countries and eradicate illegal timber from the domestic markets of importing countries for sustainability.\textsuperscript{10} Forest sustainability has been characterised as a holistic approaches to forest management, biodiversity preservation, equitable benefit-sharing and collaborative governance, encompassing administrative, legal technical, economic, social and environmental aspect of forest conservation and uses.\textsuperscript{11}

With FLEGT the EU set out to establish a licensing scheme to ensure that only timber products that had been created in compliance with the national legislation of the producing country entered the EU market.\textsuperscript{12} The licensing system established presupposes the negotiation of VPA between producer and the EU, to establish a legally binding obligation on partner countries. In particular providing a set of procedures and requirement that aims to verify and attest that timber products shipped to the EU have been created legally.\textsuperscript{13}

The VPAs largely rely on existing control mechanisms and legislation in third country, and the development of national legality standards remains the responsibility of the government of the country concerned. Other than privileged access to the EU market, the main incentive for countries to sign VPAs is the provision of assistance to reform and improve legal and administrative frameworks on forest management. In particular, the development of community based forest management and the empowerment of local people to help prevent illegal logging.\textsuperscript{14} The system applies to timber products traded between the VPA partner countries and the EU consists of five main elements, i.e. a clear definition of legal timber; a mechanism to control timber supply chains; verification of compliance; licensing of legally harvested timber and legal timber products for export; and independent monitoring to ensure the system is fully implemented.\textsuperscript{15}

This paper is intended to describe the transformation of the FLEGT-VPA into Indonesian SVLK as an effort to develop a wider regime of international forest governance for sustainable development. This initiated with introduction of this paper; then in second part set out the FLEGT-VPA in Indonesian SVLK system. The third section will discuss the crisis of sustainability of SVLK; and in the last part concludes by considering how lesson learned from Indonesian SVLK could contribute to better forest governance and meet with social and environmental sustainability.


\textsuperscript{11}This definition is provided by the FAO at www.fao.org/forestry/sfm/en/. For an overview on the conceptualization of SFM, see Davenport, D, et al., “Forest and sustainability” in J. Rayner, A. Buck, and P. Katila, P. (eds.) . Ibid.


\textsuperscript{13}See para. 8 of preamble and article 6 of the VPA EU and Indonesia 2013.

\textsuperscript{14}To this specific end the EU finances a FLEGT Support Programme for African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries that are managed by the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO).See (FLEGT Action PLAN), pp. 6-8.

\textsuperscript{15}See FLEGT Briefing Note 3, “Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade, A Timber Legality Assurance System” (March 2007), p. 2. \url{http://www.euflegt.efi.int/documents/10180/28299/FLEGT+Briefing+Notes+3++A+timber+legality+assurance+system/e9ce3bcd-6243-4bb6-b702-d48e8843079c}, accessed on 26 September 2016.
II. FLEGT-VPA WITHIN INDONESIAN-SVLK

A. Overview

Indonesia is one of the major exporters of timber products in the world, with serious illegal logging and deforestation issues. Improvement of forest governance and law enforcement and halting of further deforestation and forest degradation is crucial to ensure legality and sustainability of the industry. Thus Indonesia and the European Union (EU) have agreed that from 15 November 2016 Indonesia can start FLEGT licensing of verified legal timber products it exports to the EU. Such commitment was based on the VPA between EU and Indonesia 2013 that aims to foster improvements in forest governance, forest law enforcement and to support sustainable forest management as well as worldwide efforts to stop deforestation and forest degradation. The essential elements of the VPA is to ensure that Indonesian timber products imported into the EU, which are covered by the VPA are produced, harvested and shipped in compliance with the laws and regulations of Indonesia. This marks the beginning of the last phase of a long process starting in September 2001 with Indonesia hosting the first FLEGT Ministerial Conference in the East Asia and Pacific region.

Indonesia was the first country in Asia to enter into VPA negotiations with the EU, beginning in March 2007, was signed in 30 September 2013, ratified in April 2014, and came into force on 1st May 2014. Under the VPA Indonesia needs to (1) define the country’s laws and regulations that apply to the forestry sector, and (2) develop a system that verifies the legality of the country’s timber exports to the EU against these laws. After a long multi-stakeholder dialogue involving government, trade associations and civil society organizations, the legal definition of Timber Legality Assurance System (Sistem Verifikasi Legalitas Kayu, SVLK) was initially established in two Ministerial Regulations in June 2009 (Forestry Minister’s Decree P.38/Menhut-II/2009) and (Director General of Forestry Enterprise Regulation No. P.6/VI-Set/2009). Then these has been regulation revised several times to Forestry Ministerial Regulation Number P.68/Menhut-II/2011, P.45/Menhut-II/2012 and Number P.42/Menhut-II/2013. It is also supported by the Ministerial of Trade Regulation number 64/M-DAG/PER/2012.

---


20 SVLK has referred to various legislative law and Ministerial Regulation (Permen), i.e. Law number 41/1999 on Forestry and its amendment law number 19/2004, law number 18/2013 on prevention and eradication of deforestation, Government Regulation (PP) number 6/2007 on Forest Governance and establishment of Plan to manage forest, and MOEF number P.30/Menhk/Setjen/PHPL3/3/2016 on evaluation of kinerja pengelolaan Hutan Lestari and Verification of timber legality for the right holder and forest right. Concerning the timber exporting mechanism and its qualification can be referred to the Ministerial Trade Regulation number 89/M-DAG/PER/10/2015 on the provision of product export in forestry industry; Regulation of Dirjen Pengelolan Hutan Produksi Lestari Number P.15/PHPL/PPHH/HPL-3/8/2016,
Indonesia has revised the SVLK regulation several times to accommodate stakeholder needs and improve efficiency. This triggered a revision of three VPA annexes in 2014/2015, until recently in April 2016 the Ministry of Trade issued a new regulation which restored the requirement for exports of all products listed in Annex I of the VPA to be verified legal by the SVLK. By bringing the domestic regulation in line with the VPA, Indonesia cleared the last main barrier before FLEGT licensing.\(^{21}\) There are 40 regulations enacted\(^{22}\) and 22 institutions were established for verifying and issuing V-Legal designated during SVLK development, which mostly based in Java island, except one in Samarinda, Kalimantan.\(^{23}\) The institution has resulted 1.649 holders of Legal Timber Certificates\(^{24}\) and 1.732 Exporters to date.\(^{25}\) Since that time SVLK has been modified several times for improvement as recently the Ministry of Forestry and Environment has issued the regulation No. P.30/2016 and the Ministry of Trade issued the regulation No. 25/2016 to improve this initiative.\(^{26}\)

They are framed around key principles covering essential aspects of forest production and processing and associated criteria, indicators and verifiers, as well as verification guidelines describing the method and appraisal norm to be used. The system will also cover all exports, both to the EU and to other importing countries.\(^{27}\)

Indonesia initiated to develop the SVLK before VPA negotiations started and the SVLK passed into law before VPA negotiations ended. The SVLK forms the basis of the VPA; meanwhile, VPA negotiations and implementation have influenced reforms of the SVLK. When the SVLK is operating as described in the VPA, Indonesia can begin issuing FLEGT-licences to verified legal timber it exports to the EU. FLEGT-licensed timber automatically meets the requirements of the EU Timber Regulation, which prohibits EU importers and domestic producers from placing illegally harvested timber and timber products on the EU market.\(^{28}\)

As set out above from 15th November 2016 the timber legality assurance system will issue FLEGT licences to accompany Indonesian exports of verified legal timber products to the EU and other markets with be accompanied by ‘V-Legal Documents’. Thus when FLEGT licensing starts on that date all Indonesian exports to the EU of timber products covered by Indonesia’s timber legality assurance system must be accompanied by FLEGT licences.\(^{29}\)

The Indonesian VPA recognizes the SVLK as the system for verifying the legality

---

\(^{21}\) See the latest development of FLEGT-VPA of Indonesia in [http://www.euflegt.efi.int/publications/indonesia-eu-voluntary-partnership-agreement#art2](http://www.euflegt.efi.int/publications/indonesia-eu-voluntary-partnership-agreement#art2), accessed on 29 October 2016.


\(^{27}\) About half of Indonesia’s land area is covered by forests, with over 90 million hectares of forests. The annual rate of deforestation for the period 2010-2015 was 0.7%, See FAO, Global Forest Resources Assessment 2015, How are the World’s Forests Changing?(Rome: FAO 2016)

\(^{28}\) See “EU-Indonesia FLEGT VPA”, Loc.cit.

\(^{29}\) See the latest development of FLEGT-VPA of Indonesia in [http://www.euflegt.efi.int/publications/indonesia-eu-voluntary-partnership-agreement#art2](http://www.euflegt.efi.int/publications/indonesia-eu-voluntary-partnership-agreement#art2), accessed on 29 October 2016.
of Indonesian timber exports, so ratification will concretize SVLK certification as the basis for exempting operators from having to carry out due diligence on timber shipped from Indonesia. The VPA provides for “periodic evaluation” and a two-yearly independent monitoring mechanism, the findings of which the Joint Implementation Committee may cite in deciding on “remedial measures” to the VPA. This mechanism provides the EU an opportunity to adjust the requirements for obtaining a FLEGT license, and may give it leverage in requesting changes to a faulty SVLK scheme.

Indonesia made SVLK certification mandatory for all timber producing, trading, processing and exporting companies. A number of independent certification & verification bodies were accredited by the Indonesian National Accreditation Committee (Komite Akreditasi Nasional, KAN) to audit the operations of forestry companies based on the assessment standards for legality or sustainable forest management. Then certificates are issued for Timber Legality (Legalitas Kayu, LK) or Sustainable Production Forest Management (Pengelolaan Hutan Produksi Lestari, PHPL), named as ‘V-legal’ documents for exporters. However, in practice it provides for insufficient monitoring, and that under-capacity and conflicts of interest will render verification.

The SVLK seeks to ensure that all timber in Indonesia’s supply chain is harvested, transported, and processed in accordance with Indonesian law. Timber harvesters and processors are required to obtain certification, at their own expense, demonstrating that their timber operations are conducted legally. Failure by an exporter to present a valid legality certificate can lead to consequences including denial of an export license.

B. Legality Certification

Legality certificates are awarded by Independent Assessment and Verification Agencies (Lembaga Peneliti, LP & Lembaga Verifikasi, LV), which inspect timber operations for conformity with one or more of four “legality definitions”. Timber harvested in state-owned forests, for example, is legal when the harvester is authorized to operate in the area, and when procedural and substantive harvest laws have been followed. Timber originating in privately owned forests need only be accompanied by proof of ownership. Timber harvested in land designated for clearing activity is authorized and compliance with relevant timber harvest and transport laws. Certification of processed timber requires proof those processors are authorized to operate and that a timber tracing system is in place. As Indonesia prohibits the export of unprocessed wood, all timber exports must meet the legality standard both for processed timber and for the area type from which the raw timber was harvested.

30 See VPA EU-Indonesia 2013, Op. cit., para 8,
35 Regulation of the Ministry of Trade of the Republic of Indonesia No. 20/M-DAG/PER/5/2008 Concerning Export Products of the Forestry Industry, article 21.
36 See article 4.1. of Annex V of VPA EU-Indonesia 2013.
37 See VPA EU-Indonesia 2013 Annex II on Legality Definition.
38 See Agung Prasetyo, James Hewitt and Chen Hin Keong, Indonesia: Scoping baseline informa-
the auditee objects to the result on an inspection, he or she may submit the objection to the auditing LP&LV, and the LP&LV will establish an independent ad-hoc team to evaluate the objection and correct the audit if appropriate.\(^\text{39}\)

If the timber operation fails the audit, it must be given an opportunity to come into compliance with the applicable legality definition. The result upon successfully passing an audit depends on the type and size of the auditee. Harvesting operations in state-owned forests, forests designated for conversion, and large timber processors become certified for three years, but remain subject to annual surveillance audits. Small timber processors become certified for six years and must be audited at least every two years\(^\text{40}\). Private forest owners that send timber for processing become certified for ten years and must also be audited every two years. Individuals, NGOs, and civil society groups may challenge an LP&LV’s audit of a timber operation.\(^\text{41}\) If the LP&LV is unable to resolve the issue of objection, the challenging party may bring its complaint to the National Accreditation Commission (Komisi Akreditasi Nasional, KAN).\(^\text{42}\)

### C. Monitoring and Evaluation

A multi-stakeholder monitoring and evaluation working group provides additional monitoring by reviewing independent monitoring reports and other information sources to track SVLK implementation\(^\text{43}\). In the context of the VPA, several additional mechanisms will monitor the SVLK. First, the agreement creates a system of annual “periodic evaluation” to review the functioning and effectiveness of the SVLK’s legality control measures and timber traceability systems.\(^\text{44}\) Second, it requires the EU to appoint every two years an “Independent Market Monitor,” which will assess how Indonesian timber bearing FLEGT licenses is performing in the European market.\(^\text{45}\) On the basis of the reports from these two mechanisms, a Joint Implementation Committee comprising Indonesian and EU appointees will review the overall functioning of the SVLK.\(^\text{46}\) Finally, the VPA mandates a one-time independent technical evaluation of the SVLK before issuance of FLEGT licenses commences\(^\text{47}\) to check whether the SVLK delivers the intended results in practice and to examine any revisions Indonesia has made to the SVLK since signing the VPA.\(^\text{48}\)

The EU provides technical assistance and capacity-building support for VPA to

\(^{39}\) See point 4.4. and 4.5. of VPA EU-Indonesia 2013 Annex V on Indonesian Timber Legality Assurance System.

\(^{40}\) See point 4.5. (independent Monitor) of VPA EU-Indonesia 2013, Annex V on Indonesian Timber Legality Assurance System.

\(^{41}\) See article 1.4. of the Regulation of the Minister of Forestry of the Republic of Indonesia No. P45/Menhut-II/2012 Amending for a Second Time Minister of Forestry Regulation P38/Minhut-II/2009 Concerning Standards and Guidelines for Performance Assessment of Sustainable Production Forest Management and Timber Legality Verification of Permit Holders or Private Forest Owners.

\(^{42}\) See Annex VIII of VPA EU-Indonesia 2013.
ensure that timber products exported to the EU come from legal sources. The agreements also help timber-exporting countries stop illegal logging by improving regulation and governance of the forest sector. Indonesia’s SVLK certified timber product as evidence by the accompanying FLEGT-licences will be considered as zero-risk in terms of illegal logging and its associated trade, and thus no ‘due diligence’ need to be carried out to prove its legality. The lengthy FLEGT-VPA since 2007 to 2016 is the learning process to understand the need for legal timber product from sustainable managed forest. Therefore the recognition and acceptance of SVLK by the EU is an essential stepping stone toward global recognition of SVLK. The full implementation of SVLK is launched on 1st January 2015, and by October 2015 the SVLK had certified more than 2,300 timber-based industries.

III. IN SEARCH OF SUSTAINABILITY IN SVLK

It is a positive driving force for enforcing forestry government in Indonesia, which remain problematic in managing forestry issues. The EU FLEGT Action Plan has stated that VPAs should ‘strengthen land tenure and access right specifically for marginalized rural communities and indigenous peoples, strengthen effective participation of all stakeholders, notably non-states actors and indigenous peoples, in policy making and implementation, and increase transparency’. It is an outcome of interaction, competition, and learning of the world forestry system, and its transformative of future forms of transnational forest governance. The above article has explicitly confirmed the meaning and scope of sustainability to be the goal of this arrangement. The issue of sustainability would much related to the Indonesia context, which has plurality of legal system, complex of colonial impact, and profit centralisation, and deforestation. So it would be assumed that more legality certification of SVLK may lead to deforestation if sustainability is not demonstrated. In other words, the increasing legality certification means the increasing logging area, degraded forest, and converted to palm oil to feed global market. Hence the emerging SVLK as timber legality regime in Indonesia may ‘overtook sustainability certification’, as it still need other supporting program to cover legality into sustainability, such as expanding tim-

49 Currently six countries have implementing this VPA scheme, covering: Cameroon, central African republic, Ghana, Indonesia, Liberia and Republic of Congo. While nine other counties now in negotiation with the EU, including Cote d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Gabon, Guyana, Honduras, Laos, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam. See ‘VPA Countries’ at http://www.euflegt.efi.int/vpa-countries, accessed 17 May 2016.

50 See the latest development of FLEGT-VPA of Indonesia in http://www.euflegt.efi.int/publications/indonesia-eu-voluntary-partnership-agreement#art2, accessed on 29 October 2016.


53 Indarto et al also confirmed that is ‘significant positive impact of Plantation conversion permits (PCP) on forest cover loss at national level in Indonesia’. See J. Indarto et al, “Do Forest Permits Cause Deforestation in Indonesia?”, International Forestry Review 17 (2) 165-181, 175.


ber legality regime into mining, oil and gas, and palm oil product. 57

The Indonesian government confirmed that SVLK is to ensure that the all timber product has a convinced legality to seek for global market, rather than domestic market.58 This would like to shed light on the essential of Indonesian SVLK for short term therapy, an essential factor for developing sustainability when other sectors and factors also followed. 59

So SVLK may certify operations which are not in compliance with various government regulations, not sustainable, and no sufficient monitoring in place.60 But it could not guarantee the exclusion of timber products derived from licenses obtained through corrupt practices, clearing of large area of natural forest of an indigenous community, habitats of critically endangered species, draining of deep peat lands causing mega tons of GHG emissions, and/or concession areas which had recurrent fires.61

The sustainable forest management certificates for forest management units and the timber legality certificates for timber based industries articulated the evidence of the sustainability of forest resources and the legality of timber products through a series of audit carried out by independent auditors at the point of forest harvesting, timber trade, processing and all the way to the export points. In developing sustainability standard and enforcement there are some complexities issues should be taken into account, as follows:

A. The Formality Meaning of Legality in SVLK

A definition of legality will be an important component of the Legality Assurance Systems that will form part of VPA A practical definition of legally-produced timber will require more than just listing all laws applicable to a country’s forest sector.62 However, practicality of assessment, its impact on achieving the definition’s goals, the consistency between laws, and equity in relation to all forest stakeholders’ rights, all need to be taken into consideration. The meaning of legality has been understood in narrow sense, while the sustainability becomes undermined both EU and Indonesia system. 63 In explicit way the undermining of sustainability can be seen in the VPA itself, when using merely two times o word ‘sustainability’, and 95 times word ‘legality’. It has rigorously explained on legality procedures but not for term sustainability. 64

---

58 The SVLK was intended to attract global market, “Pemberlakuan SVLK itu sendiri adalah untuk memberikan kepastian legalitas produk kayu Indonesia pada pasar global. See in formal website "Tentang SVLK, http://silk.dephut.go.id/index.php/info/vsblk/1, accessed on 28 September 2016.
60 Since August 2013 focusing at 183 forestry companies that have attained SVLK certificate in all of Indonesia found that since its inception the SVLK standard was weakened repeatedly. See the report from Anti Forest-Mafia Coalition, “SVLK flawed: An independent evaluation of Indonesia’s timber legality certification system”. 18 March 2014.
61 See the report from Anti Forest-Mafia Coalition, Ibid.
64 See "Voluntary Partnership Agreement between the European Union and the Republic of Indonesia on forest law enforcement, governance and trade in timber products into the European Union", 30 Sep-
Each VPA defines ‘legal timber’, based on the laws and regulations of the partner country. The national legality definition sets out the legal and regulatory requirements that must be met before a FLEGT licence can be issued. The laws cover the economic, environmental and social aspects of forest management and timber processing. The definition also provides criteria and indicators to be used for checking compliance with those laws, i.e. (a) Controlling the timber supply chain from legal sources, from the forest where the timber is harvested, to its transport, storage facilities and processing, through to the point of export; (b) Verifying compliance by choosing a governmental or non-governmental body to verify that timber or timber products are legal.

The credibility of SVLK system is safeguard by performed NGOs and communities in performing their works, independent monitors have the right to full access to location as well as information relevant to their monitoring. Equally a summary of each audit report is made publicly available; and (c) Mandatory implementation bodies that the independent auditor reports to a Joint Implementation Committee, which is established for each VPA. The Committee is made up of representatives from the partner country and the EU. It facilitates and monitors the implementation of the VPA, resolving any conflicts and disputes. Also there (d) Optional implementation bodies to be used to complement the independent audit, for example by the ministry in charge of forests. Stakeholders may also be involved, which ensures that the civil society and private sector groups which are involved in the VPA negotiation.

The Legality Standards of different forest entitlement divided into five entitlement, i.e. (1) the standard for concessions within production forest zones on state-owned lands: Natural Forests, Plantation Forest, Ecosystem Restoration, Forest Management Right (Hak Pengelolaan); (2) the standard for community plantation forests and community forests within production forest zones on state-owned lands; (3) the standard for privately-owned forests; (4) the standard for timber utilisation rights within non-forest zones or from convertible production forest on state-owned lands; (5) the standard for primary and downstream forest based industries and traders.

Definitions of legally produced timber should therefore incorporate laws that address the three pillars of sustainability, i.e., economic, environmental and social objectives. These are to include: granting of and compliance with rights to harvest timber within legally-gazetted boundaries; Compliance with requirements regarding forest management, including compliance with relevant environmental, labour and community welfare legislation; Compliance with requirements concerning taxes, import and export duties, royalties and fees directly related to timber harvesting and timber trade; Respect for tenure or use rights to land and resources that may be affected by timber harvest rights, where such rights exist; Compliance with requirements for trade and export procedures.

Checking compliance with and enforcing a definition of sustainability produced timber requires that the definition is clear, operationally workable and objectively

---


66 This has been the case in Ghana, which set up the Timber Validation Council, and in the Republic of the Congo, which has the Multistakeholder Technical Secretariat. EC Regulation No 2173/2005 on the establishment of a FLEGT licensing scheme for imports of timber into the European Community.

67 See Annex II of VPA EU-Indonesia 2013.
verifiable. It must be easily understood by staff of both forest operators and enforcement agencies apply a definition in practice may require significant training of operational and enforcement staff in the forest sector. These efforts have been gaining momentum and have mobilized Indonesian governments to increase efforts with regards to sustainability and good forest governance. 'Legal' timber is defined as timber produced in compliance with the laws of the country where it is harvested. But it would be a concern within the substance of the legality itself.

Despite the complexity of the term 'legality' it was understood that legality system was established for sustainability purposes. It is a means to reach sustainability, covering participatory process and safeguarding social and environmental issues as a term to describe an ideal situation of forest governance. So it would be an inter-linked design of legality, sustainably and good forest governance notion. Legality certification in SVLK should also cover the sustainability certification, that required to accountability of exporters, harvester, government (forest stakeholders) to ensure that sustainability occurred, via collective monitoring.

It should be noted that Legality in western legal system can merely lead to formalistic nature in TW states without seriousness understanding of different circumstances and historical background of associated states. Indonesia as an emerging state based on different indigenous and ethnic group, which has informally tenure on forest area remain unresolved. It should be noted that there some inconsistency that strictly restrict forest timber product from developing countries, but allowed their companies involved in the exploitation in mining, oil and gas and palm oil and the likes. Like Bartley held that ‘both “sustainable” and “illegal” timber can easily coexist in the same company, supply chain and product’.

B. Indirect Exporting to EU

The VPA only governs timber that is exported from Indonesia to the EU, and is unconcerned with timber that enters the European market from other points of departure. Thus, the EUTR applies where Indonesia exports timber products (which are covered by the Regulation) to a third country, which then re-exports or reprocesses and then re-exports them to the EU. Somewhat mitigating the likelihood that the quantity of indirectly imported Indonesian timber is large is the fact that Indonesia prohibits the export of unprocessed wood. Consequently, timber products shipped from Indonesia to third countries and then on to Europe are legally limited to semi-processed products that undergo further processing in the third countries, or finished products that are merely transshipped. At the same time, Indonesia exports a great

---

69 European Commission, FLEGT briefing note 6, Loc.Cit.
74 Se Tim Bartley, Loc.Cit., p. 100.
75 See Prasetyo, et al., Loc.Cit.
deal of its forestry products to third countries that are important sources of imports to the EU, as "the Chinese furniture industry has often been charged with driving demand for illegal timber from Indonesia."\(^{76}\)

The significant percentage of Indonesia's timber is likely to reach Europe through third countries, especially major markets in the Asia-Pacific region. The VPA does not cover this segment of the market, meaning that the EUTR will still serve to screen out illegal products exported from these countries which originate in Indonesia. Consequently, with respect to these indirect exports, the SVLK downgrades from constituting sure proof of legality to merely being one of a number of factors for EU regulators to consider when determining if operators have satisfied their due diligence obligations.

This exemplifies one weakness in the EU FLEGT-VPA system that it can be omitted by exporting illegally sourced wood firstly to a non-VPA country, and afterwards exporting it legally to the EU as further processed products. However, the EUTR is intended to address this loophole in the regulatory framework. Thus, the decreasing trend in the tropical timber trade can be associated with, on one hand, efforts to raise good forest governance and sustainable management in producing countries, on the other hand however, these tendencies can be a result of unintentional implications generated by these trade related initiatives. These include uncertain consumption patterns combined with an unstable European market weakened by economic downturn, increased risk advertence of European importers, and trade diversion to other markets. Therefore, it is not unlikely that trade in tropical hardwoods in the near future will continue to be diverted from Europe to other regions.\(^{77}\) Such situation may lead to manipulate legality as well as sustainability.

C Lack of Human Resources

Another concern with the SVLK is that its task is too wide to be carried out effectively. There are too many timber harvesting and processing units to evaluate, and too complex legal framework against which to evaluate them. It is not even clear how many units there are,\(^{78}\) as Java approximately 121,438 handicrafts and small furniture businesses that use timber. Thus "ensuring conformity with all national and local laws may be factually impossible".\(^{79}\)

Such large scale of the task and complexity may face capacity constraints and effectiveness of the auditing process. When the SVLK became mandatory, there are only four evaluators were capable of performing legality verification.\(^{80}\) Evaluators are limited because few people in Indonesia are properly trained to carry out SVLK audits.\(^{81}\)

\(^{76}\)Peter Dauvergne P, Lister J, Timber, (US:Polity Press 2011)

\(^{77}\)Alexandru Giurca, "Marked based and regulatory/ enforcement mechanism-assessment of impacts on timber trade between South-east Asia and Europe", Master Thesis no. 214, (Southern Swedish Forest Research Centre Alnarp 2013).

\(^{78}\)See Adams M., & Asycarya D. Timber industry stakeholder’s mapping (Report for the European Commission, Jakarta, Indonesia 2012)


\(^{81}\)For example in 2011 there were only 150 auditors. See Cecilia Luttrell et al., Lessons for REDD+ from measures to control illegal logging in Indonesia, Working Paper 74, (Bogor: CIFOR 2011), http://www.
Another flaw is that the SVLK imbues LP&LV with a great deal of responsibility, authorizing them to evaluate timber operations, issue legality certificates, and respond to objections raised concerning their own activities. Such a concentration of responsibility within one institution may expose the system to capture by interest groups. Moreover, the multiplicity of licensing authorities which the SVLK permits raises more complexity. Although this approach has been justified as necessary due to Indonesia’s large size and decentralized government, and although national accreditation should provide a level of consistency among licensors, there remains a fear that the result could be uneven application of the SVLK.

Essentially, the role that the SVLK authorizes independent monitors to play is fairly circumscribed. Unlike the higher level monitoring mechanisms that the VPA requires, independent monitors are limited to bringing complaints concerning individual assessments of timber operations, meaning that they cannot lodge more general complaints. Although the multi-stakeholder monitoring group which the Ministry of Forestry Director General’s decree created is tasked with conducting more systemic monitoring, the results of its monitoring efforts are confined to recommendations, which legally need not be entertained. Independent monitors also have no opportunity to appeal decisions concerning their complaints to the courts, and may not be able to appeal to the accreditation body either, depending on the obscure interpretation of SVLK related laws.

As a practical matter, Indonesian civil society may not have the capacity to carry out effective monitoring. Despite requirements that information be made public, the head of the Environmental Investigation Agency’s Forests Campaign Team has observed that “[t]here is absolutely no system of information for the SVLK implementation that is up and running and accessible.”

Beyond any conceptual problems with the SVLK, the experience of the first few years of implementation has revealed certain weaknesses. Reports have surfaced that LP&LV are not fully auditing timber processors that possess timber utilization permits and that claim to source their timber from conversion forests, on the assumption that these permits attest to legal operation. Other reports criticize the mechanism for addressing civil society complaints as weak, with many complaints receiving inadequate responses or being ignored entirely.

Concessions are commonly approved to entities that are short of proper qualifications, and forest clearing is commonly done using fire, which is particularly prohibited when done in deep peat soil. Processed wood coming out of a number of large plywood mills may be illegal since mill owners ignored a Ministry of Forestry order that they cease operations due to indebtedness passionate regulators and operators might view such violations as a basis for severely curtailing trade in Indonesian timber. Indonesia’s timber sector may be too complex to permit effective legality verification of all harvesters and processors, and even if it were not, there is a shortage of qualified, impartial experts to serve as auditors.
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The Trade Ministry’s decision to deregulate sustainability certification for exports of wooden furniture’s policy has raised concerns not only among NGOs working to prevent deforestation, but also in the furniture industry, that the government needs to help. It is a time for government to reflect its policy to prevent wider deforestation. Equally progress in tackling illegal logging is loaded by persistent corruption, insufficient transparency of information and a poorly functioning decentralized governance system.

D. Decentralisation and Re-centralisation

The power of administration in decentralisation era post Suharto regime under Reformation Order constitutes as ‘recentralisation’ of central government over provincial and district power. So the SVLK and legal wood faces decentralisation boundaries, without clearly define the game instruction between players in the ground. In article 14 of the Law 23/2014 on Regional Government states that ‘the central and regional governments will share power over implementing government affairs regarding forestry, marine environments, as well as energy and mineral resources’. This article was understood that the power remains in central government, but the emerging decentralisation has opposed this idea in which tension may occur. SVLK was design under VPA system where central government has a full power to issue the FLEGT licences. This may collided with the existing decentralisation and special autonomy in some regions, (e.g. Aceh and Papua province). Hence the power of SVLK administration constitutes as ‘recentralisation’ of Jakarta over provincial and district power.

Further, it may be inconsistencies between laws, particularly where legislation is enacted at both national and regional level. For example, a review of Indonesian forest governance found inconsistencies and contradictions between laws and government department decrees. This can make it impossible to be fully compliant with all laws and, it is necessary to establish which law takes precedence at least on an interim basis until such contradictions are resolved.

E. The Uncertainty of Indigenous People (MHA)’s Forest

The application of SVLK has strongly related to challenge the indigenous people’s forest. The judicial review of Forestry Law number 41/1999 has been questioned in terms of the status of indigenous people (MHA) and its entitlement over its forest under the general term of state’s forest. Article 1(6) stated that ‘Adat forest is state forest within MHA’s area’. This expressed the power of state to claim indigenous forest to be under control of government to issue a licence to investors. Similarly in article 4(3) stated that the government will respect the right of MHA subject to qualification of Constitution, i.e. as longs as existed, recognition by government, and inconformity with the national interest. It would be difficult to meet such requirements as to the
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full control of government remain prevalent.

In the first ruling in 2011 MK argues with the conditionality unconstitutional over the claim. However in 2012 in the second review MK has amended the law, as it considered against the Constitution. The essential objective of this law is stated under article 3 that "forestry resources are intended to maximum benefit of people on the basis of justice and sustainable". However in reality this law has taken over the right of MHA in forestry area under the term state’s forest, by which the government issued a licence to investor to exploit resources therein without consent of MHA, as the conflict between MHA and investor continued without clear settlement.

Finally the MK ruled that the term “state” under article 1(6) Law number 41/1999 is against the Constitution, and replaced to be “adat forest is a forest within the area of MHA”. The Decision has specifically recognized indigenous people forest apart from State-owned forest. This recognition is being part of confirmation of states over the existence of indigenous people and its entitlement to the right of land in forestry area. However in the ground there is no clear identification of MHA's forest, in which allowed stated forest to be demonstrated.

Moreover, following the MK decision there is no clear role to implement this, as the Ministry of forestry stated that they are waiting for the Provincial Regulation as refer to article 67 of the law on forestry to issue a technical guidance to implement this ruling. Adversely various local authorities has been waiting for the Ministerial Regulation to clarify the MK decisions. Thus the application of this ruling is remain uncertain.

Equally there has been overlapped authority, and jurisdiction of community forest, such as community forest (Hutan Kemasyarakatan) under MoFoR Regulation 37/2007, Village Forest (Hutan Desa) under MoFor Regulation 49/2008, People Forest Plantation (HutanTanaman Rakyat) under MOEF Regulation 23/2007 and Indigenous Forest (Hutan Adat) under Constitutional Court Decision 35/2012 and MOFE Regulation 32/2015.

Thus in practice the formal legalisation of SVLK tend to undermine the informal or traditional tenure system delegitimizes socials system and replaces them with formalistic bureaucratic approaches led by powerful and non local commercial interest on the ground. Additionally it has contributed to increasing forest lost as the impact of this SVLK application that lead to deforestation and adversely impacted to climate change and natural disasters. So the issue of sustainability has to cover prevention and recovering of forest lost as it remain absent in explicit articulation in
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the EU–FLEGT and its application in SVLK. Lesniewsk et al. has confirmed that ‘this overemphasis on timber licensing fails to address the leading role of the agricultural sector in driving forest loss, constrains civil society participation and creates disproportionate market barriers for local producers.’

E. Incompatibility with the Reducing Emission from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD) Program

Forest lost has contributed significantly to 12-17 % of annual global carbon dioxide emissions which led to the initiative on REDD. This program intended to reward the forest stakeholders when they keep their forest. Hence the emergence of SVLK may potentially collided with the application of the REDD program which existed in Indonesia. The former attracted to have legal formalities of logging, while the later encourage community to reserve the forest for environmental purposes, in particular when a certified legal logging occurred in REDD area. So it can attract illegal logging become legal wood formalities to meet SVLK standard. So FLEGT should be restricted in the REDD covered area in theory, but in practice it would be hardly to identify between two conflicted territories. So this situation may open a space to deforestation under legal wood banner.

IV. CONCLUSION

It has been a common goal of international law and community to zeroing deforestation for sustainable development, responding climate changes issue, preserving biodiversity and other environmental concerns. It is the underlying issues of the emergence of the EU-FLEGT initiation and its manifestation within SVLK in Indonesia. It implicitly means that Indonesian law enforcement was deemed as insufficient to stop the massive logging of the forests, especially in decentralized territories where the management of natural resources falls in the hands of many local governments. The SVLK therefore complements of law enforcement measures by utilizing market forces and providing incentives to timber-based industry players to trade their products.

Indonesia has made significant steps in improving the SVLK standards adhere to the FLEGT- VPA and being the first country to receive the FLEGT license by 15 November 2016, confirming timber products from Indonesia will have full access to the European market. However, in practice SVLK has tended to narrowly understood in timber product legislation and certification for trade process, while community development and economic justice distribution becomes overridden.

Therefore this paper highlighted the Indonesia's predominance of legality ambition to meet external EU market, overriding internal domestic market which becomes inconsistent to achieve the set out goal of sustainability. While advancing
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sustainability may face several challenges, including lack of definition of sustainability in FLEGT-VPA and SVLK, the potential of indirect export to EU, decentralisation and re-centralisation, lack of human resources, inconsistency with the REDD initiatives, and the obscure of MHA’s forestry entitlement. However, minding to current shortcomings, the improving of sustainability content of SVLK system and its applicability to domestic market will gradually increase the expectation to meet the long goal, and automatically rebranding sustainability under Indonesia’s forestry government in global arena.
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